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  Product Detail  
 

 Product ID
 93560031 

 
 Part #
 960-8MGT-50 

 
 Product Description
 GT3 960-8MGT-50 

 
 UPC
 770075598008 

 
 Category Hierarchy
  Industrial Power Transmission  -> Synchronous Belts  -> PowerGrip® GT®3 Belts - 8M and 14M  -> 8mm Pitch, P.N. Series 9356  ->
50mm Wide  

 
 Product Images

 Product Features

 Application 

 Category Name Description

 Reduce both acquisition costs and transaction costs by designing
with PowerGrip® GT®3. The PowerGrip® GT®3 belt has two times
the rating of competitive RPP® belts, and its predecessors
PowerGrip® GT® and HTD® belts. PowerGrip® GT®3 drive
systems offer the largest selection of belts and sprockets in the
industry. At reduced widths, PowerGrip® GT®3 belts can be used as
a direct replacement for most 8mm and 14mm pitch standard rubber
RPP® and HTD® synchronous belts.

  

 Features Advantages

 Fiberglass tensile cord provides high strength, excellent flex life, and
high resistance to elongation.

  Nylon tooth facing provides a durable wear surface for long service
life.

  Gates patented tooth profile is designed for use with a specific
sprocket groove profile. The sprocket groove-belt tooth combination
increases capacity, while improving registration.

  Eliminates lubrication and re-tensioning to reduce maintenance and
labor as compared to roller chain drives.

  PowerGrip® GT®3 ACHE belts are available in 14mm pitch. A
single twist cord helps prevent the belt from moving downward on
vertical shaft ACHE applications.

  Neoprene body provides protection against grime, grease, oil, and
moisture.

  PowerGrip® GT®3 has more tooth ratchet resistance than HTD®.
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 Markets/Applications  PowerGrip® GT®3 belts are suitable for many applications such as
HVAC, textile, printing, machine tools, food processing, conveyors,
packaging, agriculture, pumps, compressors, centrifuges, laundry,
pulp and paper.

  
 Belt / Sprocket Specifications 
 Number of Teeth  120

  

 Pitch Length (in)  37.80
  

 Recommended Sprockets  PowerGrip® GT®2 Sprockets
  

 International Standards 

 Trademarks
 RPP® is a Registered Trademark of Carlisle Power Transmission
Products Inc.

  HT100® is a Registered Trademark of Reliance Electric.
  

 Notes 

 Belt Notes

 Belt pitch is the distance in millimeters between two adjacent tooth
centers as measured on the pitch line of the belt. Belt pitch length is
the total length (circumference) in millimeters as measured along the
pitch line. The theoretical pitch line of a PowerGrip® GT®3 belt lies
within the tensile member.

  PowerGrip® GT®3 part numbers are comprised of pitch, pitch
length and width. For example; part number 3150-14MGT-55
denotes a 3150mm pitch length, 14mm pitch and 55mm width.

  8M and 14M PowerGrip® GT®3 belts are conductive in accordance
with ISO 9563. When belt drive systems are located in potentially
hazardous environments, safe and reliable dissipation of electrostatic
charges is critical - a secondary means of dissipation such as static
grounding brushes is recommended.

  

 WARNING:

 New drive designs must use the PowerGrip® GT®2 sprockets,
because of the high torque capacity of PowerGrip® GT®3 belts.

  Do NOT use HTD® or RPP® profile sprockets in new designs.
PowerGrip® GT®3 belts can be used on existing HTD® or HT100®
sprockets as replacement belts, usually at the next narrowest width.

  
 Packaging 
 Customer Pack  1.0

  

 Standard Pack  14
  

 Weight 
 Weight (Lbs.)  .7347

  

 This product replaces the following products
Product ID Product Name

 92070031  960-8MGT-50
 93959031  960-8M-50 GT

 Datasheet References

   Safety and Usage Disclaimer  
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